Year 1 Example Remote Learning Timetable
Here is an example timetable for a day of remote learning at home. This is only an example – of course your day will
need to fit best around your family at home. At very least, this timetable does give you an idea about the amount of
time that you should be spending on each part of the remote learning. Sometimes it might take you a little longer,
sometimes you might finish a little quicker – but don’t rush through your work and if you’re really struggling, ask for
some help.

Time

Subject

08.50 – 09.00

Set up for Zoom

Make sure you have a charged device ready. Make sure you have
the link or the details for the Zoom session which can be found on
the story section of Class Dojo. You can click to get into the lesson
now. Don’t forget to make sure it is your child’s name when you
connect.

09.00-09.30

Live Zoom session

The live Zoom session will have a different focus each day. There
will be some interactive whiteboard work followed by a question
and answer session. We will go through anything that the children
have found difficult with their previous work and answer any
questions about the day’s work on Sway.

Wake up, shake up

Get your mind ready to work by getting your body active. Join in
with the exercise video on the Sway or choose one of your own.
Sometimes the exercises will be linked to an area of the curriculum
such as multiplications. Drink plenty of water as your brain works
best when hydrated.

Whiteboard work

Using your whiteboard or your book in your pack follow the
whiteboard work from the Sway. This will be a mixture of basic
maths skills, number formation, letter formation, name writing and
other key skills.

9.50 -10.10

Break

Take this time to walk around, have a drink of water and a healthy
snack.

10:10 – 10.40

Maths

Watch the video link on the Sway for the maths lesson. Pause it
where directed and let your child have a go at answering the
questions.
Using the worksheets in your pack or the sheet on Class Dojo
answer the questions linked to today’s lesson.

(30 mins)

09.30-9.40
(10 mins)

09.40 – 9.50
(10 mins)

(30 mins)

10.40 - 11.00

Notes

Reading

Work through the input on the Sway. This will usually be a video or
things to read in your Tin Forest book that is in your pack. There
will sometimes be some vocabulary work linked to words within
the book. This might be practise saying the word, saying it in a
sentence or writing it in your own sentence or all three!

11.00 -11.10

Break

Take this time to walk around, have a drink of water and a healthy
snack.

11.10 – 11.30

Phonics

Say the sounds on the flashcards on the Sway. Practise all the cards
two or three times. Do the same with the Tricky words. Listen to
the audio which helps you know how to say today’s sound. Practise
saying it. There will then be a sheet to go with the sound of the
day. This will be a find the sound sheet or one of the games which
we play in the classroom.

(20 mins)

(20 mins)

11.30 – 12.00
(30 mins)

Topic or other lessons

There will be topic activities linked to our materials topic, PSHE or
other themes.

12.00 - 1.00

Lunch

1.00 - 1.30

English

(30 mins)
1.30-1.40

Basic Maths Skills

Work through the input on the Sway. This will be linked to our
Little Red story. This might be some oral work retelling the story,
creating an S-plan (drawing the story in pictures), writing
descriptions etc. Most days there will also be a written task.
Some flashcard work on our basic maths skills.

(10 mins)
1.40-1.50

Break

Take this time to walk around, have a drink of water and a healthy
snack.

1.50 – 2.20

Topic or other lessons

(30 mins)

Physical activities

There will be topic activities linked to our materials topic, PSHE or
other themes. Most of the time this will be practical but there will
also be opportunities for the children to show their creative side
by making posters, drawing/painting, posting a video explaining
their learning, finding objects around the house etc.
Mr Lewsley and Miss Merifield will be putting PE and Music
activities on Class Dojo.

2.20-3.00

Free time activities

Spend some time on an activity that your child will enjoy. This
could be reading book of their choice, drawing, painting or
watching a BBC learning program.

Ideas for websites:Lockdown Learning: BBC puts school materials on TV, iPlayer and online - BBC News This tells you what is available on
the BBC
Topmarks Education: teaching resources, interactive resources, worksheets, homework, exam and revision help lots of
games in all subjects (see below for one example)
Hit the Button - Quick fire maths practice for 5-11 year olds (topmarks.co.uk) some good interactive maths games
Fun maths games and activities | Oxford Owl they also have free games for other areas of the curriculum
ictgames || html5 English Games Page lots of different games for all areas of the curriculum.

These are just a sample. If you Google ‘interactive games for KS1’ then you will find literally hundreds of possible sites to
visit. I would choose a few and stick with those otherwise you could end up just wasting time searching for websites
rather than playing the educational games!

